Run 4 July 2159
Our Brothers Independence Run
Hares: Embryo
Fang
This week’s run was appointed at Moore’s Park off Moggill Road. When we arrived the hares
were lighting two fires – one to cook the sizzlers and another to keep the Hashmen warm.
The circle was formed and the single Sydney guest was introduced and we were warned to look
after him. However I do believe he chose not to run but rather help the hares cook. The hares
explained the run and even at this early stage we were very confused so a Far Cup was
anticipated. And we were off……….. and we were off through the park. After about 50m we
heard shouts of on-back…on-back, so we turned around and ran back down the hill only to be
told that we could continue and again were sent back the way we had just came.
Up through the park we went and it was at about this stage I realized that I do not have a clue
where I was, although I was not too worried as it was someone else’s turn to compile a run
report. Anyway out we came from the bushes onto a two way. Even Optus and I went left and
everyone else went straight that went under a tunnel what I can only imagine would be the
Western freeway. Of course optus and I had managed to go the wrong way and had to run back
moving swiftly from FRB’s to Tail end Charlie’s. On-on we went under the freeway and right
down Carinya St. At this point I was still not really keeping track of where we were running but
that seems a good enough guest to me. I think we went down Caledonia through a bit of off-road
then we joined what I guess was Chapel Hill road. Whatever it was we ran up and up and up
then down then up and up and up a long, long hill. At the top we went right (Toot toot
Toooooooot – on the hash horn) and we came to a RG. A 3 min wait for the tail enders and a
quick song and we were off again. We went through some more bush, at this stage Tinkerbelle
and a few others high tailed it back home. The FRB’s were Optus, Mu, JC, and pussy Galore
while I was about 20 meters behind blowing various bugle calls to ensure the pack new which
way to go.
Any way after a few more twists and turns, a few 2 ways and a CB, a 360 we ended bank at the
tunnel we went through at the beginning, and it was back along the initial road and through the
park back to the start. The run was good, well set and easy to follow. The hares had even

thoughtfully marked the stone step edges so that we could see them in the dark - those that has
torches anyway.
Those hares were on top of their game, as they had their own beers available as the pack arrived,
with many hashmen grabbing a cold one to quench a thirst. Only when opening it only to
discover they then had to fork out $3.00 for a non-hash beer.

“Snappy explaining correct Ballsup etiquette”

The circle was called and the guilty started to pay – Waste of Fucking time was Iced for
completing a marathon in 320 hours, when Anchovy, piss flaps and Catgut received a beer.
Miles O’Tool, JC and Anchovy were iced as was myself for blowing secret codes on the hash
horn, but Catgut was found guilty of driving 6,000 km to see Julia Gillard’s tits and even worse,
taking his family. And for that he won SOTW. There were some long services runs, Snappy
Tom once again gave us a dressing down and warned us to have a good time at the Hash ball or
else. There was a naming with “Hymen” becoming financial and receiving a just name. At this
point the Walking dead lead by Mortein arrived at the circle. The On-on was great with free

sausages, with plenty to go around, many hashmen devouring 3 and me myself and I polishing of
4.
Good run well done!!
Run: 8/10
On On: 7/10
Food: 10/10 free sizzlers…On On On On Average of 3 per hashman I believe
Shit of the Week: – JC
On On Chips

Meet our newest runner - “Hymen”

Ringbark spinning yarns about the 3 ways to do things

850 runs? That doesn't look like running gear to me!

